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1. Introduction. Many of the commonly occurring scheduling problems, in manufacturing, transportation, service and communications are notoriously difficult to solve optimally with deterministic data (Lawler, Lenstra, Rinnooy Kan and Shmoys 1989). Stochastic scheduling problems, in which data such as processing times are subject to unpredictable, random fluctuations, are occasionally easier to solve than their deterministic counterpart (Weiss and Pinedo 1980, Pinedo 1983 )-more often though their optimal solution is no less hard. Furthermore, the amount of data necessary to implement an optimal solution in the stochastic case is usually well beyond what is available in practice. It is for this reason that heuristics are of crucial importance in scheduling, both deterministic and stochastic.
A major challenge with heuristics is how to assess their effectiveness. Two approaches have been used to evaluate heuristics for deterministic scheduling problems: worst case analysis (Graham 1976, Kawaguchi and Kyan 1986) , and average case (probabilistic) analysis (Frenk and Rinnooy Kan 1987) . Worst case analysis gives an absolute bound on performance, and needs no assumptions; however, the worst case performance of a heuristic is often unacceptably bad, while the actual experience with the heuristic in practice may be excellent. Probabilistic, average case performance, of a heuristic is usually a more realistic measure of how it will perform in practice; however, it requires an assumption on the probability distribution of the population of all problems, which clearly is not part of the model within which the heuristic performs: faced with an instance of the problem, the average case analysis has no relevance. These difficulties are not a result of faulty or incomplete analysis; they seem to be inherent to the use of heuristics.
For some time I have thought that these difficulties are much less acute in stochastic scheduling. Informally speaking, there are several closely linked arguments time distributions. The bounds we derive on expected objective function difference and on expected number of nonoptimal actions hold for any distributions. We do however need to assume some form of uniform boundedness on the distributions as the number of jobs n -> oo to obtain asymptotic approximate optimality and turnpike optimality. Nevertheless, there is a huge difference between assuming uniform boundedness in the stochastic case and in the deterministic case: In the deterministic case, uniform boundedness means that all jobs are between some lower and upper bounds, and one cannot have arbitrarily long or short jobs as n -m oo. In contrast, in the stochastic case, uniform bounds on the distributions, for example in the form of uniform bounds on some moments, mean no such thing-one can have arbitrarily short or long jobs when moments are bounded, and in fact as the number of jobs n -oo, the shortest and longest jobs will as a rule approach zero and infinity respectively, which corresponds to real data behavior.
The proof of the approximate optimality result appears in an earlier paper (Weiss 1990) . In the present paper we include the approximate optimality result (Theorem 1) and the turnpike optimality result (Theorem 2). We rederive the proof of Theorem 1 (in a slightly strengthened form), both for the sake of completeness, and because the proofs of the two theorems are too intricately related to be able to present the turnpike theorem on its own. The earlier paper contains much additional material on the processing of stochastic jobs on parallel machines.
Problem description and background. A batch of n jobs (customers, tasks) is
to be processed by M + 1 identical parallel machines (servers, processors). Job j requires processing time Xi, to be provided by any one of the machines, where the value of Xj is specified by a probability distribution Fj, and the Xi's are drawn independent of each other and of the schedule; a weight wj is associated (as holding cost per unit time) with job j. Under some arbitrary scheduling rule let Ci be the completion time of job j; the cost of the schedule under this rule is the (random) weighted flowtime E =1wiCi.
The general problem of minimizing the expected weighted flowtime is intractable. A simple plausible heuristic is provided by Smith's Rule-order the job starts by decreasing weight to expected processing time ratio. For the unweighted flowtime (w = 1, = ,= 1,..., n), this rule boils down to SEPT-shortest expected processing time first.
A large body of research has been devoted to this problem and its various special cases. It is known that SEPT (Shortest Expected Processing Time First) and SR (Smith's Rule) minimize expected flowtime and weighted flowtime respectively, on a single machine (Smith 1956, Conway, Maxwell and Miller 1967 Notwithstanding all these results, this paper was written to show that in a very general framework Smith's Rule provides a satisfactory solution to the problem.
The following intuitive discussion captures the essence of the problem: The argument in favor of SEPT (as well as for Smith's Rule) is that at the beginning of the schedule there is a large number of jobs waiting (the weighted cost rate of waiting jobs is high), and SEPT (or Smith's Rule) tends to reduce the number of jobs (the cost rate of the waiting jobs) fastest. This argument suffices to prove optimality for a single processor, and it applies to parallel processors as well. For parallel processors there exists, however, a counterargument: Towards the end of the schedule, as jobs are completed, there are no more new jobs to start and the processors fall idle one after the other; this means that processing at the end becomes inefficient and this of course has an effect on the objective function.
To find the optimal solution requires (among other things possibly, though we believe that this is the only thing that needs to be considered) striking the right balance between reducing the cost rate fastest in a myopic way (Smith's Rule), and between trying to plan in advance for a schedule completion which reduces the inefficiency periods to a minimum. Note that in some cases the right balance is to ignore the end effects, and use Smith's rule-for instance, as mentioned above, for unweighted flowtime and stochastically comparable jobs, SEPT is optimal. In contrast, if the weights are proportional to the expected processing times then Smith's Rule is vacuous and the right balance is to concentrate only on the end effects. In this latter case, the minimization of the weighted flowtimes is equivalent to minimizing the sum of squares of the M + 1 makespans (times at which the last jobs are finished) of the M + 1 machines (see Weiss 1990 ). In particular, for 2 machines it is equivalent to minimization of the makespan of the last machine, Cmax, which is NP-hard. Frenk and Rinnooy Kan (1987) show that LPT (longest processing time first) is a good heuristic for minimizing makespan in the deterministic case; similar arguments show it to be a good heuristic for reducing the inefficiency periods at the end of the schedule for our weighted flowtime problem. Striking the right balance is then, perhaps, choosing the time when to switch from Smith's Rule to LEPT.
On the other hand the inefficiency at the end of the schedule is a boundary effect and is of marginal value. In particular, under plausible assumptions, its magnitude may remain bounded or at most grow only slowly as the number of jobs n, and the total length of the schedule, grow. Therefore, if, as we believe, this end inefficiency is the only reason that Smith's Rule is not optimal, then we should be able to show that it is asymptotically optimal, and that asymptotically it is used by the optimal policy almost all the time. Indeed, in this paper, by studying the weighted flowtime on parallel machines we are able to quantify this end effect, find conditions under which it remains bounded as n -> oo, and thus get bounds on the expected difference in the objective function value between Smith's Rule and the optimal strategy, and bounds on the expected number of jobs which the optimal strategy does not schedule according to Smith's Rule. We will consider two classes of strategies: II0 includes all nonpreemptive, work conserving (i.e., use no inserted idle time), nonrandomizing strategies which base decisions at time t on the history of the schedule up to time t. n includes all nonpreemptive strategies which allow insertion of idle time as well as randomization and which base decisions at time t not only on the history of the schedule up to time t but also on the actual realized values of remaining processing times and inserted idle periods which occupy the machines at time t. In other words, when using strategies in II, the processing times of jobs become known at the moment that their processing starts; similarly, the lengths of inserted idle periods are known at their start.
Assume now that M + 1 machines are available to process jobs 1, ..., n starting at time 0. For practical purposes one is usually interested only in the smaller class of strategies, II0. However, we need Theorem 1 to hold for II in order to prove Theorem 2 of Ilo. It is easy to construct counterexamples to Theorem 2 in the class of strategies II. We take a close look at the two classes of strategies in ?5.
The bounds provided by Theorems 1, 2 are absolute, and hold for any set of weights and processing time distributions. The main interest in these bounds is when the number of jobs n -> co. A favorable situation in that case is when the bounds in (6), (8) 
TURNPIKE OPTIMALITY OF SMITH'S RULE
In all these special cases it is still possible to have jobs which are long or short without any bound (with obvious exception of (d) for short jobs); uniform boundedness of D2 and 8(M) relates only to the probability distributions.
4. Approximate optimality of Smith's Rule. In this section we summarize some of the results about expected weighted flowtime and prove Theorem 1. For more details and additional results see Weiss (1990) .
Consider the schedule obtained by starting the jobs in the order I(1),..., I(n), without preemptions and without inserted idle time. In the formulation of Theorems 1, 2 we assume that all the machines become available at t = 0. More generally, we now assume that the machines may become available at different times. Let U00 < .* < UM0 denote the ordered times at which the M + 1 machines become available initially e lly we shall assume throughout that EMI0Ui = 0. For j = 1,..., n let Uoj < < UMj be the ordered times when the machines become available after the completion of jobs 1(1),..., I(j); the starting time of job I(j) (the jth job to start) is U0j_1. We have the recursion: 
PROOF. The main step in the proof of Lemma 3 is to note that (15) E(XD(j)Dij_ ) = E(DijlE(XI(j)Dij-)) = E(Dij_,E(E(X,(j)JI(j))IDij _,)) = E(Dij_l, I(j)).

The second equality holds since Dij_ is a function of XI(),..., X(j-1) only, and so E(X(j)l I(j), Dij _ ) = E(XIj)l I()).
The remarkable thing about formula (14) is that the only term in it which depends on the schedule rr is E (S,2) ; furthermore, the rest of the expression depends only on the first two moments of the distributions F1,..., Fn. A direct corollary to Lemma 3 is: to, d, N, H) where to is the schedule start time, d are the initial machine availabilities, with di = 0 for at least one machine, N = {1,..., n} includes all the jobs, and H is empty. At a decision time let the state be s, and at least one machine is available, with io the available machine with lowest index. The decision will make machine i0 unavailable for a time r, to be determined by the decision. Based on the state s, and possibly using randomization, 7r will choose a job to start from N, or will choose an idle period. If an idle period is chosen, then r will be the length of this idle period, which will be generated from some distribution G determined by rr according to s. If job j E N is chosen to start then r = Xj is generated from Fj. In either case, the value of r becomes known immediately. Following the decision by rr the state s is updated: let At = min(r, di, i 4 io), then t := t + At; di := di -At, i 4 i0, dio := dio + r -At; N := N -{j if job j was chosen, N := N if an idle period was chosen; finally H is updated to indicate the allocation of machine io and the job start if a job was started, and new information regarding future randomization may be added.
We shall add three provisos on decisions: -If all the machines are available, a job has to start.
-We assume that for any state s, r > 0 and the time until the next decision At satisfies E(AtAt > 0) > (M) (in the case of randomization this has some complicated implications on G-however, we shall have no trouble verifying the condition for the schedules which we use in the proof).
-We assume that if N = 0, an idle period of length r = max(d0,..., dM) is inserted.
The schedule is complete if N is empty and all machines are available. The proviso that not all the machines can be idle assures that the length of the schedule is no more than E'=IXj and therefore has finite expectation. The lower limit on E(AtIAt > 0) assures that the number of decisions taken to construct the schedule has a finite expectation. The third proviso makes the schedule complete at the completion of the last job.
The class of strategies II is much simpler than n. The description is similar except that all the features regarding randomization and insertion of idle time are excluded.
The next lemma on the construction of strategies with no idle times is crucial to the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. LEMMA 5. Let 7' E nI be an arbitrary strategy which uses inserted idle time. Then there exists a strategy rT E l such that rr is randomizing but does not use inserted idle time, and such that the order in which jobs are started (1),..., I(n), has the same probability distribution under rr' and w. Also, for all = 1,..., n, E(Cjlr ) < E(Cj rI').
PROOF. We prove the lemma by describing the strategy Tr. We describe r by showing how a schedule is constructed by ir. In addition to the state of the schedule constructed by rr, which we denote by s = (t, d, N, H) , we shall make use of an auxiliary state, s' = (t', d', N', H'), which will simulate the schedule constructed by rr'. Initially we will have t = t' = t and s = s'. Subsequently we shall use Tr' to update s' and use s' to update s. Starting from the initial states at time to we will make a sequence of decisions and updates, in such a way that both s' and s get updated at every decision, and we have always t' > t, N' = N, and both d and d' have at least one available machine. Assume that following a sequence of decisions we 264 have states s, s'. We use s' to obtain the decision taken by 'T, we generate a machine time r, and we update s' accordingly. We then update s: If the decision of Tr' is to start an idle period, the state s remains unchanged. If the decision of 7r' is to start job j E N', we start job j on the machine with lowest index available in d, we use the same value of Xj as realized in the update of s', that is we use a machine period r = r', and we update s accordingly.
We note the following: Whenever s is updated, it is by assigning a job to an available machine; hence the schedule described by the state s uses no inserted idle time. At a decision state s, a sequence of one or more decisions which are taken by rr' determines which job is chosen to start out of N; these decisions depend on the state s and the auxiliary state s' but are otherwise nonpredictive, thus the choice of job j is randomized but nonpredictive; the assumption of the lower bound 6(M) assures that the randomization process has a finite expected number of steps. Once the job j is chosen, its processing time Xj is generated by Fj in the update of s. We let the state s describe the schedule generated by r; we have seen so far that rr is a randomizing strategy using no inserted idle time, for scheduling the jobs 1,..., n. If we think of s' as part of the state history H, then it is clear that 7r E II. It is also clear from the construction that s' is a state which also describes a schedule, namely a schedule constructed by r'. Moreover, for every realization of this construction, the order in which jobs start, (1),..., I(n), is the same for the two schedules described by s and s'; this proves the statement that the job starting orders have the same distributions under both strategies. It remains to show that E(Cjl7r) < E(CjlrT'). At any state s define u as the ordered vector of t + d0, t + d, ..., t + dM, and define u' analogously for s'. Initially, at t = t' = to, u = u'. We claim that thereafter, after each joint update of s' and s, u < u'. This is seen inductively: If 7r' chooses inserted idle time, only u' changes, and it has its smallest component increased and then all its components reordered. This can clearly not reduce any component. If 7r' chooses a job, the same r is added to the smallest component of both u and u', and then they are both reordered, but then u' dominates u before reordering, and therefore also after the reordering. Since u' dominates u at every decision, job j starts earlier in s than in s', and a fortiori E(Cjl7r) < E(CjTr'). D Immediately from Lemma 5, we have: Consider the jobs 1,..., k whose completion times appear in E(E k= ljCj7rr ). The strategy rT provides a strategy in H for scheduling these jobs which possibly uses some inserted idle times in the form of processing times X1 where job 1 is started by rr before job k, and 1 > k; 7r also uses randomization in scheduling jobs 1,..., k, since their order may be determined by the values of the inserted jobs 1. For k = 1,..., n -1, let iT(k) be the randomizing work conserving strategy for scheduling jobs 1,..., k, which is constructed in Lemma 5 from r. We rewrite ( 
